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Mathias, William (James) (b. Whitland, Carmarthenshire, 1 Nov 1934; d. 

Menai Bridge, Anglesey, 29 July 1992). Welsh composer and pianist. He 

studied at the University College of Wales, Aberystwyth (BMus, 1956) with 

Ian Parrott, among others, and at the RAM (scholarship winner, 1956), where 

his teachers included Lennox Berkeley (composition) and Peter Katin (piano). 

 
Philip Larkin once wrote that when reading biographies he always 

started in the middle; if that was interesting, he would go back to read 

about the early years. This is often true of composers’ catalogues of works. Juvenilia 

is nearly always disappointing; ‘the product of untold hours of labour and 

concentration: mountains producing one-eyed mice’ as Hugh Wood put it.1 Interest 

often only comes from hindsight’s ability to detect among the dreary procession of 

botched jobs stirrings of what is to become characteristic of the adult composer.  

So why am I starting a biography with the student? In Mathias’s case, most 

commentators have agreed that the essentials of his musical language can already 

be found in his earliest works,2 several of them published later in the composer’s 

career. Some scores bearing opus numbers were withdrawn, and others were 

quietly left to oblivion in manuscript, but what made it into print is representative of 

the best of what Mathias was writing as a young composer.  

But the composer who finds their musical voice early, and seemingly without too 

much confusion or struggle, is in truth no less a conundrum to the biographer as 

the student composer who miscalculated, went up many cul-de-sacs, and failed at 
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the start (like me). For as well as finding in embryo all that is to become 

characteristic of the later composer – let us avoid the cliché of ‘the child being the  

father of the man’ this once – the settled style of Mathias’s early music invites other 

questions. Was a fluent technique so early as much a disadvantage as advantage? 

Were potentially vital and invigorating influences ignored or missed in the crucible 

where his musical idiom was first formed? Such thoughts leave me unable to resist 

flights of fantasy, imagining what might have happened if the student had 

experienced new, maybe unsettling, environments.  

Open the catalogue of a composer’s published works and opus 1 is rarely opus 

1. For Britten it was Our Hunting Fathers, opus 8 (‘Some things don’t satisfy me at 

the moment – but it’s my op. 1 all right’),3 and for Mathias one would chose the 

Divertimento for String Orchestra, opus 7 (1958) as the launch pad for his 

professional life as a composer. Mathias’s actual opus 1 is a Divertimento for violin 

and viola: it is close to a series of pastiche studies, including a hoe-down and a 

Hungarian-style dance. So, the obvious place to start with his early output is his First 

Piano Concerto, opus 2, since it is an extended work involving orchestra. Completed 

in 1955, the composer performed the work (both solo part and reduction) as part 

of a series of summative assessments for his undergraduate degree. The external 

examiner, Edmund Rubbra, was said to be so impressed that he awarded it a mark 

of 97% immediately. Mathias performed as soloist in the professional premiere the 

following year with the London Welsh Orchestra.4 Despite several further 

performances, the work was soon withdrawn, with the composer only agreeing to 

its publication shortly before his death.5  

The adjective that most immediately comes to mind when listening to the 

Concerto is ‘professional’. The work’s strengths are all technical, particularly the 

way in which the formal shape of each of the three movements is superbly paced, 

especially the build-up to the climax of the first movement. The orchestration is 

somewhat thicker in texture compared to the composer’s later works, but does not  
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cause problems of balance between orchestra and soloist; in addition, the piano 

writing proves to be idiomatic which gives witness to the composer’s own ability on 

the instrument. There are also several techniques used for the first time which 

became characteristic of Mathias’s later music; for example, the two outer sonata 

movements feature a condensed recapitulation, achieved by combining the two 

themes together. A passage in the finale, with swirling woodwind figures, curiously 

foreshadows the textures characteristic of the composer’s Second Symphony, 

composed some twenty-five years later.  

The Concerto’s weakness – understandable in a work by a twenty-year-old, and 

no doubt why Mathias withdrew the score for many years – is the lack of a personal 

musical voice. Part of the reason for this is Mathias’s tendency to build the music 

from small motifs, which he avoids allowing to extend and grow into longer-limbed 

melodies. Though this was to be a constant throughout his life, later motifs were to 

become far more striking and memorable. In this Concerto, the motifs fail to climb 

clear of their anonymity, leaving the music as an example of that well-crafted 

professional British music in a twentieth-century modal idiom, derived from Bartók, 

Prokofiev and Shostakovich, filtered via a figure such as Alan Rawsthorne. But that 

would be expected from the kind of contemporary music Mathias would have been 

exposed through the radio.  

The ending of the Concerto is an example of a moment when the material 

appears to cry out for a longer melodic statement than the rather abrupt four-note 

motif served-up. A revealing comparison to make is with Kenneth Leighton’s First 

Piano Concerto, composed five years before Mathias’s.6 Leighton and Mathias 

would often have their names twinned together during their careers, partly because 

of their prolific contributions to church music. Leighton’s Concerto springs from the 

same soil as Mathias’s, revealing similar influences and the same fluency of 

technique in shaping the interplay of soloist and orchestra. But in the second 

movement, Leighton allows his motifs to flower into long melodies (that sound 

somehow unashamed) and it is at this moment that the music’s character and 
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personality come into focus most convincingly. Was this flowing warmth and lyricism 

the result of composing it in Italy, as Leighton himself believed? We will come on 

shortly to what a different climate may have done for Mathias. 

     It is probably impossible not to listen to a student work without thinking forward 

to what the mature composer will write later. But such listening naturally reveals 

absences as much as familiarities. In Mathias’s Concerto the most obvious 

influence yet to come is that of Tippett, who would become one of the central 

influences on his music, and in turn, the most troublesome in the critical responses 

to his work generally.  Arnold Whittall, reviewing a recording of Mathias’s First 

Symphony (1965) in 1981 wrote, ‘parts of its finale sound like direct quotations 

from Tippett’s opera The Midsummer Marriage’.7 There were to be plenty more 

comments like this throughout Mathias’s career. But not much Tippett was in 

circulation in 1955, and The Midsummer Marriage had only been premiered, to 

general bafflement, a year earlier. There is also little of the jazzy American rhythms 

that Mathias imbued via Copland. What jazzy syncopations exist in the finale of 

Mathias’s First Concerto probably come from Constant Lambert. As an 

undergraduate Mathias had played the solo part in The Rio Grande, possibly its first 

Welsh performance.  

In later years, Mathias could occasionally appear dismissive of his experience 

as a student stating, ‘I was entirely (and perhaps thankfully) self-taught until 

entering university, and largely self-taught thereafter’,8 but his time at Aberystwyth 

was generally a positive experience. Ian Parrott9 was a progressive Head of 

Department who ensured that the music history course did not culminate with 

Brahms, as some music courses in the 1950s were wont to do. There was no need 

therefore to kick against the pricks, as Peter Maxwell Davies did with Humphrey 

Procter-Gregg10 in Manchester. Nevertheless, the Aberystwyth music syllabus did 

consist of a lot of pastiche work: writing fugues in the style of Bach, and suchlike.  
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That Mathias found such exercises easy is demonstrated by a story recounted by 

his contemporary, David Harries: 

… one of Will’s great gifts was an ability in fluent extemporisation, and this he 

often used as an encore. He would, for instance, ask the audience to suggest 

the name of a well-known tune and the name of a composer, and immediately 

produce a piece at the keyboard. (Many students of our era will, I’m sure, 

recollect Ar hyd y nos as a Bach fugue, or Summertime à la Debussy.11  

 

While an ability as a pasticheur (faithful but lifeless) is no guarantee alone of any 

real ability as a composer (pastiche work is after all analysis, not composition), this 

anecdote does nevertheless point to the immediacy of Mathias’s musicality, a 

quality that some critics later viewed with suspicion when considering his original 

compositions. Stephen Walsh articulated this thought in an early profile of the 

composer: 

… unlike most of his contemporaries, musical style is far less of a problem than 

the serious application of a gift whose fluency can easily (and sometimes does) 

lead him into superficiality.12  

 

Critics in all disciplines like to believe that too much technique inhibits creativity, 

though as every professional composer could tell them, a lack of technique inhibits 

creativity a lot more. The presumption is that if the notes sound as if they are pushed 

around with apparent ease, then it must have been produced with ease, and thus 

facile. This is not so. Geraint Lewis, Mathias’s close friend and assistant, thinks that 

Mathias was aware – at least on some level – of the danger of his ability to mimic, 

and that the process of simplification in the later music was less to do with waning 

powers, and more to do with a deliberate desire to avoid those very compositional 

techniques, such as fugues and canons, which he knew he could execute all too 

easily.13  

And yet, I find myself unable to dismiss Walsh’s comment as entirely unfair. 

Mathias’s mature music, because of its desire to speak with the utmost clarity and 

approachability, can often reach for the most predictable solutions in its treatment 
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of material, rather than the most striking. The creative process does seem to need 

some kind of struggle – a sort of friction – to propel the composer to break through 

into a deeper and more profound eloquence. No problem, no solution, thus no 

music. If Mathias’s moments of superficiality arise from a lack of such friction, then 

one is sent back to his student days to wonder whether he would have benefited 

from something, or someone, roughing his musical technique up. Can good 

technique become imprisoning, providing the student composer with an armour; a 

safety net that always ensures a professional result at the expense of failures which 

could be catalysts to further growth? Was then Mathias’s musical idiom formed too 

early?  

Too early for what? In one sense the question is pointless, since all objections 

fall apart at the realisation that Mathias knew what he was doing and was entirely 

focused on becoming the kind of composer he turned out to be. But biography is a 

curious art, wanting to know why something did not happen, as well as did. What, 

then, did not happen during his years in London? 

 

∞ 

 

I was there at a time when the music of Boulez, Stockhausen and the avant-

garde was just becoming known. Messiaen, for example, was still considered an 

obscure French crank. I was not so much interested by the musical politics of it 

all – the way different factions warred with each other – as in the way it forced 

you to discover who you really were. […].14 

 

Arriving at the Royal Academy of Music from Aberystwyth in autumn 1956, Mathias 

found himself no longer a big fish in a small pond. He was now part of a student 

community that included Harrison Birtwistle, Robert Sherlaw Johnson, Susan 

Bradshaw, Alan Hacker and Cornelius Cardew. The student composer is in a unique 

environment being surrounded by other composers. The composition class or 

seminar is an intense environment of shared enthusiasms but also of seething 

jealousies. ‘What makes the opening of my piece music rather than just sound-
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effects?’ asked a fellow student in a composition class during my own student days 

at the RAM. ‘Opinion’ snapped another student.   

     If the student composer is therefore always to some degree a defensive creative, 

it is because they are in a state of flux as they try to evaluate and absorb influences 

in order to create an individual musical voice. This sense of uneasiness comes 

across in Alexander Goehr’s amusing and revealing description of his studies with 

Messiaen in Paris in the 1950s, one of the best essays about the dynamics of a 

composition class.15  

But Mathias, as already stated, seems to have possessed in his student days a 

remarkably settled sense of his own compositional identity. While he seems to have 

found contact with avant-garde and other branches of modernism, notably 

serialism, a stimulation rather than a threat, he appears not have felt any need to 

write such music himself. He remained committed, in large part, to an essentially 

tonal idiom and traditional forms. In this sense Mathias was at odds with the 

prevailing mood among young British composers of the mid-1950s. As Arnold 

Whittall states: 

Until the mid-Fifties, serialism had remained unexplored in Britain, save by rarely 

played pioneers like Lutyens and Searle. It was therefore likely that the twelve-

note method would have more appeal for young composers than either the 

nationalism or neo-classicism of those elders who, it may have seemed, were 

clinging rather desperately to tonality and traditional forms. 16 

 

Nevertheless, Mathias was not unengaged with what was around him. He was 

secretary of the RAM’s New Music Club, and organised performances that included 

Boulez’s piano music, and lectures on composers such as Elliot Carter by figures 

like William Glock. It would have been most odd, then, if none of what was exciting 

his contemporaries appeared in his own music, and therefore one should not be 

too surprised that in several scores composed while Mathias was at the RAM he 

experimented with various techniques that, while not serial, owe something to 

similar methods of pitch organisation.  
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Most obvious is Mathias’s adoption of various strict manipulations of basic pitch 

material. Palindromes are frequently used, as in the early orchestral Berceuse, opus 

4 (1956), when the opening oboe melody is heard in reverse in the coda. Another 

example can be found in the first of the Seven Poems of R. S. Thomas, opus 5 

(1957) for Tenor, Harp and Chamber Orchestra, where the opening bars are 

reversed at the end, and the slow movement of the Sextet for Clarinet, String 

Quartet and Piano, opus 8 (1958), is strictly palindromic both in terms of its pitches 

and rhythms. The latter is as close as Mathias got to embracing the strictures of 

Messiaen’s ‘Mode de valeurs et d'intensité’. Messiaen was always to be a powerful 

influence on him, both in the chord formations he used and his interest in building 

forms from contrasting ‘blocks’ of music. But Mathias noted late in life that during 

his student days Messiaen was generally considered a ‘weird French crank’.17  

Some of Mathias’s early music generates its structure from a basic pitch-

sequence. The Seven Poems of R. S. Thomas achieve structural unity through a ‘set’ 

of eight notes stated by the harp at the outset of the work. The first seven notes of 

the ‘set’ serve as the tonal centre of each of the songs in sequence, and the final 

setting reaches its apotheosis on a chord consisting of pitches G-sharp, F-sharp (the 

note left over) and E, the first note of the set. The first movement of the Sextet 

dispenses with the sonata form template and instead experiments with a free-

fantasia form based on pitches from an eight-note ‘set’. 

     The Berceuse, R. S. Thomas settings and Sextet were soon cheerfully discarded 

since Mathias sensed that in these pieces the fundamentals of his voice had been 

obscured. The technical discoveries he had made in these pieces were to reappear 

later in his mature music—a pitch palindrome lies at the centre of the orchestral 

Laudi (1973), and the use of a pitch-set at the beginning of a work to generate the 

tonal centres of subsequent sections of an extended musical structure was to be 

used in the Organ Concerto (1984).  

In the cheerful discarding of musical idioms he found of no further use to him, 

Mathias makes an interesting contrast to Nicholas Maw, a near-contemporary at 
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the RAM and a fellow student of Lennox Berkeley. Like Mathias, Maw engaged with 

various serial techniques, but his adoption and subsequent rejection thereof proved 

more torturous and explicit. When Maw eventually found his own musical voice in 

Scenes and Arias (1962), there is a powerful feeling of liberation in the music—a 

delight in newly won territory. And in the way the final pages build to a climax, there 

is a quality of flaunting in the melodic lines (could I go as far as writing hubris?) that 

gives a polemical edge to its expressivity. I hear the same quality in Robin 

Holloway’s Scenes from Schumann which is similarly a piece in which a composer 

breaks through to reclaim musical elements from the past. Such an expressive 

world is entirely alien to Mathias’s music, and this must be connected to the settled 

quality of his musical language at so early a point in his career.  

Would study abroad have unsettled Mathias’s music? And what effect might that 

have had? Since many British composers of his generation ended their student days 

with study abroad, Mathias seems odd for having stayed put. Both Richard Rodney 

Bennett and Maw went to Paris (as had Alexander Goehr slightly earlier); Cornelius 

Cardew found his way to Cologne to work with Stockhausen, Kenneth Leighton and 

Maxwell Davies travelled to Petrassi in Rome, and John McCabe went to Munich. 

The destination is always revealing. For Bennett, it was the glamour of Boulez, while 

Maw’s desire to study with both Nadia Boulanger and Max Deutsch demonstrates 

his struggle to fix his own direction in relation to apparently contradictory paths 

before him. Whether liberating or threatening, being away from Britain (or do I really 

mean England?) would have certainly provided new perspectives.  

Was staying a deliberate decision by Mathias? The issue may have been 

sidestepped by Mathias’s appointment to the staff of the University College of North 

Wales, Bangor in 1959, shortly after leaving the RAM. But had a salaried position 

not come his way Geraint Lewis still thinks it unlikely Mathias would have wanted 

to study abroad.18  
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Where might Mathias have gone? Let fantasy briefly conjure before us 

alternative paths Mathias may have taken, for fantasy can be a useful tool in 

understanding what did happen: arise, ‘subjunctive musicology’!19  

 
∞ 

 

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC 

Autumn 1958 [?] 

 

STUDENT NEWS 

 

We offer our congratulations to Mr W. J. Mathias and Mr N. Maw on their awards 

of French Government Scholarships for further studies this coming academic year. 

Mr Maw will spend six months in Paris to study privately with Miss N. Boulanger. 

Mr Mathias will … [original damaged] …. 

 

Being the first Welsh student in Messiaen’s class at the Paris Conservatoire gave 

Mathias an entirely new outlook. He excelled at the aural tests, and Messiaen was 

impressed enough by his keyboard skills to play scores through as duets. On one 

occasion Messiaen took him out into the forest to listen to the birdsong, a rare 

honour that had been denied to Alexander Goehr the previous year, as Messiaen 

was worried his sniggers would frighten the birds. There is no evidence that Mathias 

ever showed any interest in birdsong. He did however experiment with the strict 

application of serial techniques as found in Messiaen’s own Quatre Études de rythme, 

but the resulting work, Vue, for piano duet, which he premiered with the British 

pianist, Susan McGaw (also resident in Paris at the time) has since been destroyed. 

Another work for piano duet, chorales I & II do show the evidence of Messiaen’s 

harmony in their non-developmental chords. Mathias had intended to work on an 

extended cantata ‘in praise of love’ dedicated to his young wife, but he abandoned 

this in Paris to begin setting poems of St John of the Cross. Here, one sees the 

influence of Messiaen’s religious music, and it is here that Mathias first used the 

sound of bells thematically. 

 

He was eager to meet Poulenc, but … 

 

In Paris during 1959 he would have just missed the American Ned Rorem, but if the 

wheels of fantasy move arrival and departure dates, would such a friendship have 
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led Mathias to the States earlier? Or would Copland’s music have impinged stronger 

than it did, and earlier? Would Mathias’s neo-classicism be heightened into 

something more extreme, more eccentric? 

NEW WIND OCTET SURPRISES 

The new Wind Octet by the Welsh composer, William Mathias, premiered last 

night at the Théâtre des Champs Elysées, delighted as much as it surprised. Its five 

moments, including an elegy and fugue, could have been a study in dated neo-

classical gestures, but in Mathias’s hands they took on a decidedly polemical edge. 

Mr Mathias had alluded to his sense of isolation in Messiaen’s class, and his new 

work was a study in eccentricity as fragments reminiscent of Stravinsky and Poulenc 

were stretched in shape and tessitura to become playful parodies. The work is 

dedicated to the American Mr Ned Rorem who introduced Mr Mathias to the 

Vicomtesse de Noailles who underwrote the costs of the performance. 

 

Having had a continental education Mathias may have taken a more relaxed 

attitude to Welsh folk music, making use of it with a detached, dissecting ear. Or 

maybe, the whole foreign experience would have been a cul-de-sac? 

 

WILLIAM MATHIAS: Interview for CBS, August 2014   

Interviewer: I get a sense that you were unhappy in France? 

WM: Well, I will always be grateful that I went to study abroad, and I learnt a lot from 

Messiaen, though I often think he would have been a much bigger influence on the sound 

of my own music if I hadn’t gone! But the truth was that I was homesick. What I discovered 

in Paris was that I needed to work in Wales, and that is why there is this sudden moment, 

when I abandon the kind of music I had been writing up until then and started basing 

everything on Welsh folksong. If I hadn’t gone away, I would never have done that. Like 

Hoddinott, I would have written mainly chamber and instrumental music, to prove myself 

as a ‘professional’ composer. But with the cachet of having been in Messiaen’s class, and 

also the fact that I had one or two commissions for dance pieces, which were very well 

paid, I didn’t feel any need to prove myself so, why not be a young Welshman writing an 

arrangement of Welsh folksong for a Male Voice Choir, if that is what you want to do?  

Interviewer: They became something of a success? 

WM: Yes, most curious! Germaine Tailleferre was very taken with them, so was Poulenc—

even Boulez took a score, as he was surprised by the way I had written high in the tenor’s 

tessitura. But I remember meeting Yvonne, my girlfriend, in London when I got off the 

train, and I said, ‘never again!’ Aberystwyth had kept the post open for me, so I at least 

had a job. 
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All this fantasy, however, leads me back to the view that two more years of study 

would have simply delayed Mathias further on the path he was always going to 

follow. Mathias seemed more eager to refine his craft than expand his vocabulary. 

This was a position that would remain unaltered for the rest of his life. Study abroad 

would have added things to a composer who preferred to clarify than elaborate. 

 
∞ 

 

Thinking of Mathias’s student days and the music he wrote makes one compare 

him to Richard Rodney Bennett, another contemporary of his at the Academy. Like 

Mathias, Bennett was blessed with a brilliant and natural technical fluency, and he 

was exploring both serial techniques alongside the kind of extended modality typical 

of Mathias in his concert works. One is tempted to extend the comparison between 

both men further to show how each composer displayed what the other lacked. 

Bennett’s talent was so obvious, flagrant even, against which Mathias seems 

limited in range. But when one considers all those stylistic improvisations that 

Mathias could turn with ease, one wonders whether this contracting out of 

abundance by Mathias was not weakness at all, but rather a talent limiting itself in 

order to achieve focus and clarity. Unlike Bennett, Mathias does not seem to have 

explored the possibilities of a career in film music, but the comparison here also 

reveals their differences more than their similarities, for while both could deliver 

expertly crafted music to a deadline, Mathias’s few television scores (notably 

Forward to First Principles)20 are entirely characteristic of the composer’s concert 

music in general. Bennett’s mastery of a wider range of idioms produces in his 

concert works a certain elusive quality in the music – a sense one never has with 

Mathias. Bennett can be mistaken for Mathias, such as in his Fanfare for Brass 

(1962), famous for its use as the theme tune to BBC Radio 4’s File on Four; but 

Mathias never sounds like Bennett, if only because he always sounds too much like 

Mathias. These two composers are closest in sound when writing light concert 

music; compare Bennett’s Suite Française (1961) with Mathias’s Serenade (1963), 
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or the bluesy slow movement of Mathias’s Sinfonietta (1967) and Bennett’s Party 

Piece (1970).  

Mathias’s confidence in his place within the compositional scene grew from a 

profound belief in what he called ‘pluralism’. He was ahead of his time, since the 

1960s and ‘70s would prove to be a more restrictive period for composers in terms 

of idiom. Boulez and others proclaimed that the serial method was a unifying force; 

Mathias believed the opposite. The most extended declaration of his argument was 

pronounced in his lecture titled ‘Music Now – a View from the Bridge’ given in 1979 

during the Menai Music Festival, which demonstrates his clear, rigorous intellect 

and common sense: 

Something of profound importance did indeed happen in Vienna in the early 

1900s, but the history books have not yet fully come to terms with it. In 

attempting, consciously or unconsciously, to abolish the key system and 

supplant it with a new law, Schoenberg and his followers brought about (or 

hastened) a new phenomenon – a condition of Musical Pluralism. The term itself 

is not mine – it was used by Leonard Meyer in an important book on ‘Music, the 

Arts and Ideas’ in the 1960s. But I do not think that Meyer goes quite as far as 

I do in seeing Schoenberg’s radicalism not as a unifying factor which he so much 

desired for music, but rather as a trigger for a new situation in which we can 

realistically speak of ‘Musics’ rather than ‘Music’.21 

 

In a 1984 interview, Mathias would link this concept of ‘pluralism’ explicitly with his 

Celtic background. And this might explain why Mathias was not drawn to study 

abroad since, in Geraint Lewis’s rather poetic phrase, ‘with his ear to the heart of 

Wales, Mathias hears the pulse of the wider world.’22  

The confidence of this young composer is no better felt than in two works he 

composed at the end of his student days. The first is the previously mentioned 

Divertimento for String Orchestra, opus 7.23 Composed in 1958, it was the first work 

Mathias had published by Oxford University Press, beginning a life-long association 

with the publisher.  

 

Richard Stoker, a student at the RAM recollects:  
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When I started, Bill Mathias had just left the RAM, he came into the canteen one 

day brandishing his first published composition by OUP and waved it at his 

girlfriend, later to be his wife. Lennox thought him incredibly gifted, as we all did: 

Lennox was so impressed by the carols and the piano works with orchestra.24 

 

Let us not be too judgemental. He was young, and it was a big moment. There is 

nothing like getting your first published score into your hands, even if, as in my case, 

it was just a ‘choral leaflet’, and the first thing you noticed was that the altos had 

only four beats in a 5/4 bar. I want to know who else was in the canteen that 

morning, - maybe some other composers, desperately trying to swallow their bile. 

Yvonne’s presence is touching—the score waved triumphantly amounting to a 

declaration, a promise even: ‘here’s to a successful and stable future!’. Next came 

a wedding ring.  

The Divertimento is one of the few pieces by Mathias that has something of 

Lennox Berkeley’s Gallic finesse, though not so much the lightness of texture of 

Berkeley’s Serenade for Strings (1939). But it is no more than a hint. There is 

enough in Mathias’s Divertimento, such as the combining of themes, or the snappy 

modal motifs, to link it back to his First Piano Concerto. Nevertheless, it is a 

remarkably successful and mature work for a twenty-three-year-old.  

As late as 1969, by which time the composer had completed several orchestral 

works (including a Symphony) Stephen Walsh could write of this piece, ‘Mathias’s 

best orchestral work happens also to be the earliest …’25 without the judgement 

(though unfair) appearing as ludicrous.  

The Divertimento might be thought to belong to the English tradition of works for 

string orchestra by Elgar, Holst, Britten and Tippett. In this case however, it is the 

sound-worlds of Hindemith and Bartok that appear to be the most audible 

influences. The first movement is an attractive ‘Allegro ritmico’ in sonata form that 

already demonstrates Mathias’s mastery and adaption of the form for his own ends. 

There is, for example, the use of another note rather than the dominant to function 

as the secondary key. Here, as was often the case with Mathias, he uses the 
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augmented fourth. The movement opens with bare fifths, which establish E as the 

tonal centre, keeping ambiguous any sense of major or minor tonality. Thus, as 

Malcolm Boyd points out, the work is ‘conceived in a kind of chromatically extended 

modality which [was to] remain a fruitful (indeed a basic) ingredient of Mathias’s 

musical language.’26 The first theme, a dialogue between first violins and violas, is 

based on E: 

 

 

Ex. 1: Divertimento for String Orchestra, bb. 3-7. 

Copyright © Oxford University Press, 1969. Reproduced with permission.  

 

The second subject, making use of an inverted canon on B-flat: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ex. 2: Divertimento for String Orchestra, bb. 26-29.  

Copyright © Oxford University Press, 1969. Reproduced with permission. 
 

Fundamental to the success of the Divertimento is its use of counterpoint, though 

it must be noted that the counterpoint, while providing rhythmic energy, does not 

generate harmonic drive. As the two musical examples above show, counterpoint is 

weaved against a relatively static harmonic background. Mathias’s use of pedal 

notes would remain a familiar fingerprint throughout his life, allowing him to 

establish stability in new tonal areas. In the slow movement a pedal is used to 
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establish D-sharp as the new tonal basis for the answering theme. In addition, the 

movement opened on A, which affirms the augmented fourth as an interval of 

structural significance in this work.  

Now consider this musical example, a passage from the climax of the 

development section in the first movement: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Ex. 3: Divertimento for String Orchestra, bb. 78-80. 
Copyright © Oxford University Press, 1969. Reproduced with permission. 

 

Does it not look contrived? It is one of those passages that composition tutors seize 

upon to demonstrate how a composer understands the medium. Here, the chords 

(growing in texture) exploit the resonance of the opening strings, similar in effect to 

the opening of Britten’s Second String Quartet, opus 36 (1945).  

But I quote this passage to illustrate one of the great strengths of the work, which 

is that this passage (and there are others like it) in no way sounds contrived. It is a 

moment that so naturally arises from the flow of the musical argument that one 

wants to believe that it was simply a happy accident that Mathias should land on 

these particular pitches when constructing these chords. I find myself stopped in 

my tracks, reminded just how advanced Mathias’s compositional technique was at 

this early stage: art was already concealing the art.  

The other work is the delightful Improvisations for Solo Harp, opus 10 (1958) 

that Mathias wrote at the request of the harpist David Watkins, a fellow student at 

the RAM, who paid for the work with £5 given to him by a doting great-aunt. Modest 
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in scale, design and ambition, it nevertheless has a spontaneity and charm which 

is infectious. The opening ‘Allegro moderato’ sounds the least improvisatory of the 

three movements, mainly as a result of its use of repetition, but its brilliant fanfare 

figurations generate an energy that is immediately appealing. The central ‘Lento – 

sonore’ movement is perhaps the most original music, opening with calm chords as 

if conjured from nowhere. The movement’s arc-like form builds in excitement, and 

energy is released in an unexpected ‘Animato’ passage reminiscent of Ravel. 

Tritone relationships are important; the first movement is centred on A flat and the 

slow movement on D. The finale returns to A flat and, over a pedal of pulsing 

harmonics, a wonderful little dance in compound time grows from delicate skipping 

into a frantic and joyful pounding. The Improvisations is one of those special pieces 

where technique, material and inspiration are perfectly aligned. It is music that is 

comfortable in its own skin. So too, it seems, was the young William Mathias. 
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